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Description:

The Jewish community of Philadelphia west of the Schuylkill River is a composite of seven distinct neighborhoods surrounding West Philadelphia
proper. These include Fortieth and Girard, Parkside, Wynnefield, Overbrook Park, Wynnefield Heights, Southwest Philly, and Island Road.A
gathering of seventy-five thousand Jewish people in West Philadelphia during the twentieth century qualified the area known as a city within a city
as a second settlement area. Excellent public transportation included the famed Market Street Elevated. The West Philadelphia Jews flourished
and supported dozens of synagogues and bakeries, and more than one hundred kosher butcher shops at the neighborhoods height from the 1930s
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through the 1950s. Newly arrived immigrants embraced traditional Jewish values, which led them to encourage their offspring to acquire a
secondary education in their own neighborhoods as a way of achieving assimilation into the community at large. The Jewish Community of West
Philadelphia portrays Jewish life throughout West Philadelphia in the mid-twentieth century. The book captures rare, nearly forgotten images with
photographs gleaned from the community at large.

I know this area so well, as I grew up near City Line, and my Mom in the 60th St. area of West Phila, other family memebers lived in that area as
well. I recall the building of Bala-Cynwyd Shopping Center, and places like Wynnefield Heights, so i go back a ways.The author seems to have
have relied heavily on photos of people he might have known, rather than show the different types of homes in Wynneflield, Overbrook Park, and
the others areas as you head toward the Presidential Apts. He doesnt give you much in the way of of the feel of these areas, the same could be
said for the 60th Street down to Garden Court areas as well.Good photos of some of the landmarks of the area are lacking.I just don;t think this
book conveys much, or explains much, and just seeing so many photos of people and family functions that may have been just about anywhere
didnt do it for me.Wynnefield especially was unique in that there were very modest thomes, then nicer row homes, then, blocks of attractive semi-
detached homes, and those last few blocks, of lovely detached homes, so it was an area where people of all levels of means lived.The books lacks
more than it offers. Yes, the book is The Jewish Community of West Philadelphia, but not much of it.
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